MEMBER VIEWPOINT: SENATOR JIM DEMINT

The $805 Billion Price Tag of Obama’s Broken Promise on Premiums
A $12,230 Difference for the Average Family, $4,163 for the Average Individual
August 2012

When campaigning for the presidency, then-candidate Barack Obama repeatedly promised that under his
health care reform proposal, health insurance premiums would go down by $2,500 by the end of his first
term. 1 The end of President Obama’s first term is now approaching, and the change in average family
premiums is surprisingly close to candidate Obama’s promise: the problem is, that change is in the wrong
direction. Instead of falling $2,500, the average employer-sponsored family premium has increased
$2,393. 2
The difference, then, between candidate Obama’s promise and President Obama’s record is $4,893. 3 But
that is just the difference for 2012. If the promised $2,500 decline is allocated proportionally over four
years and across different plan types, the cumulative gap between actual and promised premiums for
private health insurance equals $12,271 for the average family and $4,177 for the average individual. 4

Of course, to be fair, the Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) provision of Obamacare will result in some health
insurance enrollees receiving rebate checks from their insurance providers. This provision is
Obamacare’s attempt at driving down insurance costs by dictating how insurance companies can spend
money freely given to them by employers and individuals who wish to purchase their services. For the
2011 plan year, an estimated $1.3 billion in rebate checks will be sent to about 16 million enrollees, for
an average rebate amount of $85. 5 Assuming a similar level of rebates go out in 2013 for the 2012 plan
year, the MLR rebates reduce the gap between promised premiums and actual premiums by less threeJec.senate.gov/republicans
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tenths of one percent, to a cumulative difference of $12,230 for the average family and $4,163 for the
average individual. That is $12,230 less money that was spent (on something other than health
insurance), saved, or invested by the average family and $4,163 less by the average individual.

When you add up all the extra money – beyond the level promised by candidate Obama – Americans have
spent on health insurance over the past four years, the economy-wide impact is an astounding $805
billion. 6 That’s as much as the President’s failed stimulus package, and not so far off from the initially
reported $940 billion ten-year cost of Obamacare (the updated ten-year cost is $1.76 trillion, not
including the costs of implementation). 7 What’s worse though is that this figure will only rise over time
as Obamacare’s many taxes and regulations continue to drive up the cost of health insurance.

In terms of full-time jobs, the $805 billion difference is equivalent to the cost of private-sector employers
supporting an average of 3 million jobs each year between 2009 and 2012, and a total of 4.7 million jobs
in 2012 alone. 8
Promise vs. Reality: Difference in Premium Costs

2009
2010
2011
2012
MLR Rebates for
2011 and 2012
TOTAL

Per Individual
$350
$797
$1,395
$1,636
-$14
$4,163

Per Family
$1,266
$2,257
$4,057
$4,690
-$41
$12,230

Economy Wide
$75,071,708,756
$150,599,118,043
$268,180,668,556
$313,474,662,777

-$2,686,993,438
$804,639,164,694

Jobs Cost Equivalent
1,200,091
2,363,822
4,081,639
4,661,457
Avg. Annual Jobs
3,076,752

With more than $800 billion less in Americans’ pockets than Obama promised, it’s no wonder our
economy continues to struggle. It is the government-knows-best view of the Obama Administration and
Democrats in Congress that has contributed to the American economy stalling out. His promise to reduce
premiums by $2,500 and his administration’s estimate that the stimulus would cut the unemployment
rate to 5.7% (by July 2012) show President Obama’s conviction that government is the solution to driving
down costs and creating jobs. 9 Unfortunately, that conviction has proven unfounded. Excessive
government spending and intervention have not driven down health insurance premiums by $2,500, but
rather contributed to a $2,393 increase. And unprecedented deficit-financed stimulus spending has not
brought the unemployment rate down to 5.7%, but rather kept it up at 8.2% with employers and
investors holding back as Obamacare and other regulations have increased their costs and as
unsustainable deficit spending has given rise to fear over coming tax hikes.
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Analytical Appendix
Population and Insurance Coverage
The Census Bureau publishes data on the number of people in the United States with health insurance coverage.
This data is broken down into private insurance coverage and government insurance coverage. Within private
coverage, the data is segmented into individuals with employment based health insurance and direct purchase
health insurance. The data from the Census Bureau goes through 2010. Data for 2011 and beyond is estimated
based on the average annual percentage increase in each category of insurance from 1995-2010.

For allocation of insured individuals between individual or self-only plans and family plans, data was taken from
the 2011 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS). This data shows that individual or self-only plans made up
50.2% of all private sector employer health plans while family plans comprised the remaining 49.8%. This
breakdown was also applied to the direct purchase market and across all years. The resulting allocation of
individuals across private plan types is shown below.

Private Coverage Type
Family Employment Based
Family Direct Purchase
Individual Employment Based
Individual Direct Purchase
Total

No. People
(2010)
84,293,472
15,013,206
84,970,528
15,133,794
199,411,000

% of Private
Coverage
42%
8%
43%
8%
100%

For each family plan, there are assumed to be 3.05 members. This statistic is based on a breakdown of direct
purchase family policies by size from ehealthinsurance.com, and it assumes an average of eight members per plan
within the category of 6+ members.

Members
2
3
4
5
6+*

Breakdown of family policies by size and cost 2011
%
44.9%
23.9%
21.0%
7.5%
2.7%

*assume 8 members for 6+ group
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Cost
$4,212
$4,944
$5,844
$6,396
$6,924
Avg. no persons

Weight
0.90
0.72
0.84
0.38
0.22
3.05

Source: ehealthinsurance.com
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Premium Costs
Data on average annual premium costs for employment based health insurance come from the Kaiser Family
Foundation Annual Employer Health Benefits Survey. Data on premium costs for direct purchase health insurance
come from the ehealthinsurance.com Annual Cost and Benefit Reports. As of publication, the data from both of
these sources was only available through 2011. The analysis conservatively assumes no rise in premiums from
2011 to 2012.

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

Actual Private Health Insurance Premium Costs By Type and Year
Direct Purchase
Employer Based
Individual
Family
Individual
Family
$4,704
$12,680
$1,908
$4,428
$4,824
$13,375
$1,932
$4,596
$5,049
$13,770
$2,004
$4,704
$5,429
$15,073
$2,196
$4,968
$5,429
$15,073
$2,196
$4,968

Promised Reductions

Sources: Kaiser Family Foundation, ehealthinsurance.com, and JEC Republican Staff Calculations

The promise of a $2,500 reduction in the average family premium by the end of President Obama’s first term is
applied as a $625 per year reduction in costs for the average family premium (-$625 in 2009, -$1,250 in 2010, $1,875 in 2011, and $-2,500 in 2012). The applicable promised reduction for the average individual or self only
premium is $927 for employer based health insurance and $1,077 for direct purchase health insurance. These
individual premium promised reduction amounts are based on the ratio of individual to family premium costs in
2008, when the promise was made. At that time, the average employment based individual premium was equal to
37.1% of the average family premium (.371*-$2,500 = -$927) while the average direct purchase individual
premium was 43.1% of the average direct purchase family premium (.431*-$2,500 = -$1,077).
Promised Private Health Insurance Premium Costs By Type and Year
Employer Based
Direct Purchase
Individual
Family
Individual
Family
2008
$4,704
$12,680
$1,908
$4,428
2009
$4,472
$12,055
$1,639
$3,803
2010
$4,240
$11,430
$1,369
$3,178
2011
$4,008
$10,805
$1,100
$2,553
2012
$3,777
$10,180
$831
$1,928

Sources: Kaiser Family Foundation, ehealthinsurance.com, and JEC Republican Staff Calculations
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Aggregate Estimates of the Broken Promise
For aggregate estimates of amounts paid for health insurance vs. those promised, the number of people in each
insured group (individual employment based, individual direct purchase, family employment based, and family
direct purchase) was multiplied by the difference between the promised premium cost and the actual premium
cost in each year from 2009 to 2012. The sum of additional premium costs across these privately-insured
individuals and families from 2009 to 2012 amounts to $807 billion ($807,326,158,132). The new Medical Loss
Ratio (MLR) component of the Affordable Care Act is estimated to result in roughly $1.3 billion ($1,343,496,719) in
rebates to be paid by insurers to enrollees (beginning in August 2012) for the 2011 plan year. In keeping with the
conservative estimate that premium costs did not rise from 2011 to 2012, MLR rebates in 2013 (for the 2012 plan
year) are also assumed to hold steady at $1.3 billion. Excluding the $2.6 billion of cost-reducing MLR rebates, the
total gap between promised and actual premium costs equals $805 billion ($804,639,164,694).

2009
2010
2011
2012

TOTALS

Additional Premium Costs (Actual Minus Promised) by Type of Insurance
Economy-Wide
Employer Based
Direct Purchase
Individual
Family
Individual
Family
$30,162,430,054
$36,852,300,827 $4,284,421,220 $3,772,556,655
$75,071,708,756
$68,717,569,119
$64,755,983,086 $9,604,176,358 $7,521,389,480
$150,599,118,043
$121,170,816,041
$118,563,599,207 $16,560,849,952 $11,885,403,356
$268,180,668,556
$141,488,491,721
$136,447,348,256 $20,599,750,856 $14,939,071,944
$313,474,662,777
Less MLR Rebates for 2011 and 2012
-$2,686,993,438
$361,539,306,934
$356,619,231,376 $51,049,198,387 $38,118,421,436 $804,639,164,694

Jobs Equivalent Cost Estimates
Estimates translating the annual cost differences between promised and actual premiums into the cost of privatesector job creation were obtained by dividing the total economy-wide cost difference for each year by the average
employee compensation for full-time, private-sector employees in that year. Compensation data comes from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics Employer Costs for Employee Compensation Survey (data for 2012 was available only
through the first quarter). The table below shows the annual jobs equivalent costs estimates.

Jobs Cost Equivalent

2009
2010
2011
2012
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Economy-Wide Cost
Difference
$75,071,708,756
$150,599,118,043
$268,180,668,556
$313,474,662,777

Avg. Private-Sector, FullTime Compensation

$62,555
$63,710
$65,375
$66,960
Average Annual

Jobs Cost
Equivalent
1,200,091
2,363,822
4,081,639
4,661,457
3,076,752
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